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PHOTOPHYSICAL STUDY OF LINKED 1,4,7-TRIAZACYCLONANE CR(III)
COMPLEXES
Weizhen Tu, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 2000
A series of mono and bimetallic Cr(III) complexes based on the 1,4,7triazacyclonoane(TACN) were prepared. Complexes of the Cr(TACN)X3 , and
Cri(DTNE)X6 demonstrated marked difference of photophysical properties on the
nature of X. In cases where X is more easily oxidized, enhanced extinction coefficient
in the

A2 ➔

4

2T,

absorption and larger quantum yield of emission at 77K were

observed in the dimer complexes. Shorter lifetime and enhanced decay rate were also
found in the dimer complexes suggests that there might exists weak coupling
behavior between the two Cr(III) metal cents in the dimer complexes, and the extent
of coupling can be manipulated by the nature of X.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Historical Observations of Coupling Behavior
Interest in the study of the interaction between the two metal centers in
binuclear transition metal complexes has grown tremendously in the past two
decades. When weak coupling between the metal centers exists, the molecular or
crystalline dimers exhibit some unusual spectroscopic properties compared with their
monomer analogs. For example, Glide!, 1•2 in his study of the µ-oxo- and µ-hydroxo
am(m)ine Cr(ill) complexes (the two Cr(ill) metal ions are linked with -0- or -OH
bridge in those complexes) observed in the absorption spectra that: (1) the intensity of
spin and parity forbidden transitions (weak) are several orders more intense than
normal due to the relaxation of spin selection rule; (2) the spin-allowed bands
remained essentially unchanged; (3) new absorption bands appeared, at the location
corresponding to twice the energy of the lowest energy transition which is called
simultaneous pair excitations or double excitations by a single photon. For the µ
hydroxo-am(m)ine complex, double excitations have intensities bigger than the spin
allowed transitions and dominate the visible absorption spectrum. Similarly, Cr:Eu
pair absorption bands and Cr:Eu pair emission bands were observed in Cr(ill) doped
Eu(ill) aluminate crystals by Van der Ziel and Van Uitert. 3•4 In transition metal ions
other than Cr(ill), simultaneous pair transition have been also observed, Hansen and
Ballhausen,5 followed later by Dubicki,6 found new bands which can be attributed to
simultaneous pair optical transitions in the UV-Vis spectrum of dimer copper(II)

1

2
acetate. Schugar and Solomon7 observed simultaneous pair transitions in the UV-Vis
spectrum of an Fe(II)-EDTA complex at room temperature.
All of these interesting phenomena originated from the exchange interaction
and superexchange between the two metal centers. Exchange interactions originate
from configuration interaction with chromophore(A)-➔ chromophore(B) electron
transfer transitions, that is the electrostatic forces experience by the unpaired electrons
on neighboring magnetic ions. Since magnetic phenomena such as ferromagnetism
and antiferromagnetism have their origins in these interactions, those interactions are
often referred to as magnetic interactions. Although exchange interactions are treated
as spin-spin interactions formally, it is still important not to forget that their physical
origin is electrostatic. The intensity of the coupling can be gained through
superexchange which comes from the charge transfer perturbations of the ligand
states. 8 The effects of charge transfer perturbation on the coupling can be visualized
in terms of the polarization of the electron density in the coupling overlap region,
between the donor and acceptor, through the interactions with the CT-induced dipole
moments.
Exchange Effects in Optical Spectra
When exchange coupling exists in a dimer complex between the transition
metal centers, the exchange effects that occur might be manifested in the optical
spectrum of the complex.
Exchange interaction m both ground states and excited states can lead to
energy splitting and increase of intensity of the spin-forbidden transition through the
relaxation of the selection rules, which might result in the following observations in
the optical spectra: (1) spin-allowed d-d bands are basically unaffected by exchange

3
coupling since the natural bandwidth is much larger than the orbital exchange
parameter J;41 (2) spin-forbidden d-d bands also appear at about the same energy in
the mononuclear and exchange-coupled systems, but there exists notable changes in
other details: the bands increase significantly in intensity in exchange-coupled
systems, the bands often show additional fine structures, some spin-forbidden bands
show noticeable temperature dependence, all of the above come from the energy
spitting of the exchange effects and the relaxation of the spin selection rule; (3) New
simultaneous excitation and/or emission bands appear, in this case, a single photon
simultaneously excites both metal ions in the coupled dimer.
Simultaneous Excitation in a Coupled Dimer System
Some spectra of the exchange-coupled systems often show sharp intense
bands at high energy, which in many cases can be assigned to Simultaneous Pair
Excitations (SPE). In these processes a single proton simultaneously excites both
metal ions in the coupled dimer. The bands appear at an energy approximately equal
to the sum of the energies of the spin-forbidden single excitations. But they are
considerably more intensive than single excitations. Simultaneous pair excitations of
both spin-allowed and spin-forbidden (in the single ion) transitions have been
reported in the literature. Spin-forbidden SPE transitions in chromium(III) 1 and
manganese(II)9 compounds have been particularly well investigated.
The mechanism of SPE absorption and emission by transition metal ions in
crystals and molecules has been treated theoretically and explained by Dexter. 8 In a
SPE system, a new state: the virtual pair state exists as a result of weak coupling
between the two metal centers. The energy of this state equals the sum of the lowest
energy states in each ion of the pair. Transitions related to the virtual pair state are the

4

basic processes of SPE absorption and emission. Since SPE states have been observed
in single photon absorption and emission, it should be also possible to access SPE
states in a sequential two-photon process. In a two-photon process, one metal center
absorbs one photon and gets excited, and then the other metal center absorbs a second
photon and also gets excited. Dexter8 and Endicott 10 · have both speculated that a
system could be prepared such that this doubly excited molecule, made possible by
multiphoton absorption, may relax from the virtual pair (SPE) state by emission of a
single higher energy photon.
Thus it becomes possible to design a homo-bimetallic system (shown in
Figure 1) that might, upon irradiation at the energy of a single ion transition, hv pump,
stimulate emission from the virtual pair state at hVem,, in the case of a dimer system
with identical metal centers and ligand fields, this is a secondary harmonic generation
with hV em = 2 hV pump ·

Vn1ual pair(SPE) state

F.nergy

.' '

,.

..

.'

2E

., .

,

'

hVem \

.'.

.

2E

hv a11s

hV punp
_4A2__
..____.__________.___�_
·

DEtal center I

DEtal center II

Figure 1. Simplified Energy Level Diagram of a SPE Homo-Bimetallic d3(like Cr(III))
System in an Oh Environment.
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In the above case, the frequency of the excitation photons is doubled in the
emission. That means an effect of frequency up-conversion can be attained through
the SPE emission.
The two most important factors in determining SPE activity are the extent of
metal-metal coupling, and the electronic nature of the ground and excited states.38•39
The best candidates for SPE activity are those with weakly coupled ground states and
long-lived single ion excited states that can share the same electronic configuration as
their ground states. The extent of metal-metal coupling can be manipulated by
choosing the metal centers, changing the geometry, angular overlap, metal-metal
distance or the type of ligand, hence influencing ligand field strength and ligand field
perturbation. The geometry, angular overlap, and metal-metal distance can be
manipulated by changing the structure of the bismacrocyclic ligand that hold the
metal centers. Perkovic and Endicott 11 ' 12'13 showed that the photophysics of Cr(III)
macrocyclic complexes may be tuned such that the room temperature lifetime of the
photogenerated excited state can increase over seven orders of magnitude via
stereochemical manipulations of the macrocyclic ligands.

Changing the type of

ligands with different ligand field strength will also affect the coupling by influencing
the energy gaps between the excited states and the ground state. The ligand will also
affect the coupling by the superchange effect caused by charge transfer perturbation.
In our study, the geometry factors for the metals were not examined. Rather,
manipulating coupling through changing ligand hence influencing the ligand field
strength and charge transfer perturbation were applied.

6
Potential Applications
Those interesting photophysical effects produced by simultaneous pair excited
(SPE) states implicate great potential in the real world application. As for simple
secondary

harmonic

generation illustrated above, since it can annihilate

photogenerated excited states to produce a single high-energy photon emission, that
means coupled transition metal dimers can transform low energy photons into higher
energy photons. Thus they may function as photochemical upconverters.
Photochemical systems based on the SPE can be developed to make use of the energy
in the red to near-IR region of the solar spectrum, which is attenuated by the
atmosphere to a much smaller degree than that in the visible region.
If two different metal centers are chosen in the coupled system, the excitation
condition will be different. Exciting at two different wavelengths can result in SPE
emission. A molecule that can respond to two different photonic signals is the exact
condition necessary to create a molecular level optical logic gate.
The development of optical logic devices is a key step for the future
generations of computers. The current computer technology is approaching the natural
limits of silicon and wires. In order for the computers to advance to the next level, and
entirely new approach to take place the traditional electronic circuitry must happen.
The possible next advance in computer technology will likely be photonic computers,
or computers that use light to conduct signal instead of using electronic wires.
Photonic computing has the advantages of : (1) the extremely high speed of signal
transduction and (2) the ability to pack multiple signal paths into the same physical
space. The primary first step for photonic computers is to develop optical logic
devices, the basic circuit components of computers. The study of SPE behavior
provides such prerequisite for the development of optical logic devices.

7
Our Target Complex System
In our study, homobimetallic Cr(ill) systems incorporating macrocyclic
amines (as shown in Figure 2) were investigated. The reason is that: (1) The SPE
phenomenon has been originally found in some Cr(ill) amine systems as illustrated by
Gi.idel's work. 1' 2 (2) Cr(ill) monomer photophysics is ·well understood. 14• 15 (3) The
macrocycles are both thermally and photochemically stable, thus photoreaction
products will not interfere with the analysis. Based on the current model of Cr(ill)
photochemistry, the tridentate ligand 1,4,7 - triazacyclonane( TACN) is reasonably
photostable because of its multidentate nature and probable rigidity in the stable
coordinated conformation. There is little likelihood of photolabization of the nonane
ligand, an assumption strongly supported by the observation of the photostability of
Cr(TACN)i3+ _ 37 (4) The lowest energy excited state in a 6-coordinated Cr(ill) ammine
complex

is the t/e which has the same orbital population as the ground state,

resulting in little or no nuclear reorganization which is a source of deactivation
associated with the population of this state.
As discussed before, the degree of electronic coupling between metal centers
in molecules is a critical factor for the SPE activity. The distance between the two
metal centers and the orientation of one metal to each other is also crucial to the
degree of electronic coupling. In order to attain a reasonable cross section for the pair
state, the interaction between metal ions must be strong enough while each metals
ions still should remain a large portion of its own individual character. By
manipulating the bridging group between the two macrocycles in the amine ligand,
the degree of intermetallic interactions can be altered and optimized.
The ligand that comprises two 1,4,7-triazacyclonane (TACN) moieties (as
shown in Figure 3) tethered by bridging groups provides an excellent motif to study
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metal-metal interactions through simple stereochemical manipulations. Each TACN
occupies a trigonal face of an octahedral Cr(ill) ion, while leaving another trigonal
face free for the attachment of additional ligands.
Through appropriate choice of the group bridging the two TACN macrocycles,
it is also possible to construct binuclear complexes in which the metal-metal distance
can be manipulated such that the magnetic exchange interactions between the two
Cr(ill) centers can be optimized. Manipulation of ligands and ligand fields can be
performed by introducing other type of ligands to the six coordination sites (three on
each metal center) that remaining after the linked macrocycles complexes with Cr(ill).
The compounds that contain an ethane bridge provide a good starting point for a
systematic study. Choosing the ligand with small oxidizing potential will increase the
possibility of a large charge transfer perturbation in the resulting complex. SCN
meets this criterion and it is a reasonable nucleophile/lewis base for forming a
complex. It is also negative charged, so reduces some of the potential positive charge
that we would get on a Cr(ill) dimer. NH3 is at the other end of the redox scale.
Another reason why the ligands SCN- and NH3 were chosen is that one represent a
strong ligand field while the other represent a weak one, thus the factor of ligand field
strength can be studied. Fortunately, these two complexes have enough solubility for
photophysical study. Some other Cr([9]aneN3 )X3 complexes with X = Br", F, CN
were synthesized and reported 1 6• 17 in the literature, but unfortunately none of those
was sufficiently soluble to permit further photophysical measurement.

9

Figure 2. Our Target Complex system: Cr2(DTNE)(X)6 , X = Ncs·, NH3 , .DTNE:
1,2-bis(l,4,7-triaza-1-cyclononyl)ethane. In this figure, Ncs· complex is
illustrated.

Figure 3. Structure of the Dimer Ligand DTNE(left) and Monomer Ligand
T ACN(right ) (H is omitted in the figure)
Photophysics of Chromium(III) Complexes
.Metals of the transition series are characterized by having five partially
occupied d orbitals, each capable of accommodating a pair of electrons. Treated by
the crystal-field theory, the energy levels of a Cr(III) metal ion, which has a d3
configuration, is represented by the Tanabe-Sugano energy diagram as a function of
ligand field strength that is shown in Figure 4.
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The ground 4A2 level and three lowest doublet levels, 2E, 2T 1 and 2T2, arise
from the t23 configuration. The lowest excited states 4T2 and 4T 1 are derived from t/e
and vary linearly with Dq. As a result, the doublet excited state, 2E, has a very similar
geometry with respect to the ground state, while the quartets 4T2 and 4T 1 are distorted
with the respect to the ground state. 2E is the lowest excited states in most Cr(III)
amine complexes. The absorption spectra of those compounds typically are dominated
by the spin-allowed excitation 4A2➔4T2 and 4A2➔4T 1 . The excited compounds at
quartet states then relax to the 2E state through the intersection in their potential
energy surfaces, followed by radiative deactivation or non-radiative deactivation from
the 2E state. Through the above deactivation processes, the excited compounds finally
relax back to the ground state.

zA2

E/B

-

4T 1

z
F

2
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2
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2

:::::-
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(t2 e)

+-++_

3
(tz )

+ ++

(t23)
4A2

Figure 4. Energy Diagram for the Configuration of d3.
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Synthesis of Ligands
The synthesis of the monomer macrocyclic ligand 1,4,7-triazacyclonoane
([9]aneN3 or TACN), was reported in 1972 by Koyama and Yoshino. 18 Their scheme
comprised the cyclization of the open chain N,N' ,N"-tris(p-toluensulfonyl)
diethylenetriamine and 1,2-dichoromoethane in high dilution conditions to give

N,N' ,N" -tris(p-toluenesulfonyl)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane in low yields. The tritosylate
was then hydrolyzed by either concentrated hydrobromic acid or concentrated sulfuric
acid followed by hydrobromic acid to yield the trihydrobromide salt of 1,4,7triazacyclonane. However the yield was extremely low. In 1974, a general, simple
and efficient synthesis scheme that avoided the high-dilution principle for the
cyclization step was reported by Richman and coworkers. 19 Later Searle and Geue20
further modified that scheme.
However, the synthesis of bismacrocyclic ligand 1,2-bis(l,4,7-triaza-1cyclononyl)ethane( DTNE) seems much more difficult than its corresponding
monomer. Although Tokamoto et al. 21 in 1977 successfully made 1,2-bis(l,4,7-triaza1-cyclononyl)ethane, the yields of his original synthesis appeared to be prohibitively
low(less than 1 % ) for our study. The difficulty of the synthesis lies in the low yields
associated with preparing the bis-N-protected [9]aneN3 precursor(shown in Figure 5).

Figure 5. N,N'-ditosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane.
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Bulkowski and co-workers et al.22 have developed a theoretically reasonable
general route of synthesizing tri-and hexamine macrocycles containing selectively
protected diethylene-triamine units. This procedure is potentially very useful for the
preparation of triazacyclononane containing two protected nitrogens. The benzoyl
group is used as a second protective group, which can easily be removed with
potassium tert-butoxide. Bulkowski's method was attempted in our synthesis.
Sesslar and Sibert et al.23 introduced another possible scheme which involves
treating N,N' ,N"-tri(p-toluenesulfonyl)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane with 30%HBr/HAc
in the presence of phenol, thus selectively removing only two tosyl groups, following
by a neutralization step, yielding the monotosylate TACN. The unprecedented partial
detosylation is attributed to the insolubility of the N-tosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane
dihydrobromide salt in acetic acid. Addition of one equivalent of p-toluenesulfonyl
chloride(TsCl) produces N,N'-ditosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane. However, HBr/HAc
is highly corrosive and the TsCl addition step is tricky because of the possibility of
forming back to the tritosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane. All these increase the difficulty
of the implementation of this synthesis scheme in our experiment.
Once the diprotected amine is prepared, linkage step for the 1,2-disubstitute
ethyl dimer is straightforward, with Na2CO3 serving as a base.24 The product formed
is then deprotected by concentrated sulfuric acid, and then neutralized to produce the
free bismacrocyclic ligand.
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CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents
All chemicals were obtained commercially from Aldrich, Aero and Pharmco
and were of ACS grade or better and used without further purification with the
following exceptions:
1. Dimethylformamide(DMF) used for cyclization and linkage was dried by
MgSO4 and molecular sieve before use.
2. All the solvents for preparation of the solution for characterization and
photophysical study were of spectrometric grade.
Characterization of Ligands
1

H and 13C NMR spectra were obtained on a 400MHz JEOL Eclipse nuclear

magnetic resonance spectrometer, using CDCh solvent, Me4Si as reference unless
otherwise noted. Infrared spectra were recorded as KBr pellets, using a BRUKER
EQUINOX 55 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer. Melting points were
determined on a Thomas Hoover capillary melting point apparatus and were
uncorrected.
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Preparation of Ligands
1,4,7-triazacyclononane (TACN)
N,N' ,N"-Tri(p-toluenesulfonyl)diethylenetriamine20
A solution of p-toluenesulfonyl chloride(TsCl) (24Og, l.26mol) in diethyl
ether (1.2L) was added dropwise to a mechanically stirred solution of
diethylenetriamine (41.3g,O.4mol) and Na0H(5Og) in 4OOmL water. After stirring for
two hours at room temperature methanol was added when the white precipitate
coagulated. The crude product was filtered off and washed with water and methanol
for three times each. Recrystallization from boiling methanol (SL) gave fine fluffy
white needles. Yield 149g, 67%; m.p. 171°C. 1 3C NMR in CDCh: 8 21.6, 3C, CH3 ;
42.8, 2C,CH2NH; 50.6, 2C, CH2NCH2; 127.4,127.6,130.1,130.3, 4C+2C+4C+2C, Ar;
135.1,137.1,143.9,144.4, total 6C, quat. Ar.
1,2-Di(p-toluenesulfonyloxy)ethane20·22
16Og p-toluenesulfonyl chloride(TsCl)(O.84mol) was added dropwise into a
stirred solution of ethane-l,2-diol(24.9g,O.4mol) in CH2Clz(1L), and 112mL of
triethylamine(O.8mol). The mixture was kept at 30 °C for one day. Ice was added, and
the mixture was then refrigerated. The white product was filtered off, washed three
times each with water, ethanol and ether and air-dried. Recrystallization from
actone/ether provides white needle crystal. Yield 113g, 75%; m.p. 124 °C. 1 3C NMR
in CDCh: 8 21.6, 2C, CH3 ; 66.9, 2C,CH2; 128.1, 130.2, 4C+4C, Ar; 132.7,145.5, 2C
+2C, quat. Ar. 1 H NMR in CDCh: 8 2.4O(s, 6H, CH3 ); 4.2O(s, 4H, CH2); 7.58(dd,
8H,Ar).
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20

1,4. 7-Tri(p-toluenesulfonyl)-1,4. 7-triazacyclononane

Sodium hydride (8g of 50% suspension in oil, O.l 7mol) was added to a stirred
solution of N,N' ,N"-Tri(p-toluenesulfonyl)diethylenetriamine (28.3g, 0.05 mol) in dry
dimethylformamide(D:tv1F,55OmL) to form the disodium salt. After the entire
effervescence ceased, the solution was brought to 110°C and quickly filtered, the
excess sodium hydride was disposed. The filtrate was stirred at 105°C, and a solution
of TsOCH2CH20Ts{18.5g,O.O5mol) in dry D:tv1F(2OOmL) was added over two hours.
The yellow solution was stirred at 105 °C for a further two hours. 5OOmL of D:tv1F
was then removed from the solution by rotary evaporation. Water(2 L) was added
slowly to give a flocculent white precipitate. The product was filtered off, washed
with water, then with ethanol and diethyl ether, and dried at 100 °C. Yield 25g, 81%;
m.p. 220 °C.

13 C

NMR in CDCh: 6 21.5, 3C, CH3; 51.9, 6C,CH2; 127.7, 130.1,

6C+6C, Ar; 135.0,144.1, 3C+3C , quat. Ar. 1 H NMR in CDCh: 6 2.42(s, 9H, CH3);
3.44(s, 12H, CH2); 7.6(m,12H, Ar).
TACN.3HBr20
A

solution

of

1,4,7-Tri(p-toluenesulfonyl)-1,4,7-trazacyclononane(24.Og,

O.O4mol) in 98% H2 S04(63mL) was stirred at 95 °C for three days. It was then cooled
in an ice bath, and added dropwise to an ice-cold rapidly-stirring mixture(6OOmL) of
1:2(v/v) ethanol and diethyl ether. The resulting greyish precipitate of ([9]aneN3)1.5
H2S04 salt was filtered off quickly and was washed with diethyl ether and then dried
in the oven. This tacky hygroscopic material was dissolved in concentrated HBr(48%)
and precipitated by ethanol/ diethyl ether mixture again, the above procedures are
repeated until the precipitate obtained were no longer hygroscopic. Yield 6.2g, 42%.
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TACN
A 0.05mol amount of the above ([9]aneN3 ).3HBr(18.6g) was suspended in
15mL of water, and lO0mL of benzene was added. With stirring, 0.16mol(6.4g) of
NaOH dissolved in 7.5mL of water was added. Then the water was removed by
refluxing the water/benzene azeotrope with use of a Dean/Stark trap. When no more
water separated, a further 0.2 g of NaOH was added to the suspension and refluxing
was continued for another hour. The suspension was filtered and the precipitate of
NaBr and NaOH was washed three times with 20mL hot benzene. From the combined
filtrates the solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. The resulting colorless oil
solidified within twelve hours at room temperature. Yield 6g, 93%.

13C

NMR in

CDC1 3 : 6 47.5, 6C, CH2• 1 H NMR in CDCh: 6 2.ll(b, 3H, NH); 2.76(s, 12H, CH2).
N,N'-ditosyl-1.4.7-triazacyclononane(Bulkowaki's method)
N-(2-Aminoethyl)-p-tolysulfonamide25
To a solution of 90.15g(l.5mol) ethylenediarnine in 200mL benzene which
had been energetically stirring over 20-30 minutes, we added a solution of
95.33g(0.5mol) p-toluenesulfonyl chloride(TsCl) in 300mL benzene. The temperature
of the reaction mixture rose to 30-50 °C. White precipitate appeared after addition of
most of the TsCl. The reaction mixture was stirred for five more hours. The
precipitate was filtered off, washed with benzene(2 x 25mL), dried in a vacuum and
treated with 800mL of methanol. The methanol-insoluble solid was filtered off. The
filtrate was then evaporated, and the residue was recrystallized from methanol. The
white crystal obtained can be recrystallized from hot water. Yield 168.0g(78%).
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m.p.123°C. 1 H NMR in CDCh: 8 2.46(s, 3H, CH3); 2.82(m, 7H, CH2, NH); 7.73(dd,
4H, Ar)
N-[2-[(p-Tolysulfonyl)oxy]ethyl]-p-tolylsulfonamide26
50g(0.82mol) ethanolamine was put in a flask, 228ml(l .64mol) triethylamine
was added, 312g(l.64mol) p-toluenesulfonyl chloride(TsCl) was dissolved in l.5L
CH2C}z. And was added to the above ethanolamine solution dropwise. The reaction
mixture was kept at O °C during the addition process. The mixture was reacted for
eight hours. White precipitate was formed, and was filtered off and the remaining oil
was washed five times with H2O and then evaporated to dryness. Ethanol(95%, IL)
was added and white crystal formed. The product can be recrystallized from
ethanol/water. Yield (70%) m.p.86°C. 1 H NMR in CDCh: 8 2.42(s, 6H, CH3);
3.20(m, 2H, NCH2); 4.04(t, 2H,CH2O);5.27(b, lH, NHTs) 7.55(dd, 4H, Ar).
N-(p-Tolylsulfonyl)aziridine22
A solution of 31.2g KOH in 160ml H2O was added dropwise to 45.6g N-[2[(p-Tolysulfonyl)oxy]ethyl]-p-tolylsulfonamide

(0.12mol)

dissolved

in

500mL

toluene. The reaction mixture was kept stirring for three hours. The white solid that
formed was then filtered off and the toluene layer was washed with water three times,
and dried over Na2SO4 . Evaporation of solvents provided a white solid. Yield (90%).
m.p.64 °C 1 H NMR in CDCh: 8 2.31(s, 3H, CH3); 2.41(m, 4H, CH2); 7.55(dd, 4H,
Ar).

N,N"-Bis(p-tolylsulfonyl)diethylenetriamine

22

45.2g (0.21mol) N-(2-Aminoethyl)-p-tolysulfonamide was dissolved in lL of
CH3 CN(dried over molecular sieves) and heated to reflux under the protection of a N2
atmosphere. 41.6g(0.21mol) of N-(p-Tolylsulfonyl)aziridine dissolved in 500mL of
CH3 CN was added dropwise over a period of one hour. The mixture was kept
refluxing for three hours. The mixture was cooled and evaporation of the toluene gave
yellow oil as the product. Yield (75%). 1 H NMR in CDCb: 8 2.42(s, 6H, CH3);
2.62(m, 4H, HNCH2); 2.92(m, 4H,TsHNCH2); 7.55(dd, 8H, Ar).
N' -Benzoyl-N,N' - bis(p-tolylsulfony)diethylenetriamine22
50g(0.12mol) N,N"-Bis(p-tolylsulfonyl)diethylenetriamine was slurred under
the protection of N2 in 700mL benzene. 21mL(0.15mol) triethylamine was added.
Dropwise addition of benzoyl chloride(l5.0mL, 0.129mol) yield a white precipitate.
The reaction temperature was kept below 50 °C. The mixture was kept stirring for
further ten hours. The white solid that appeared was filtered and washed with benzene
and H20. It was dissolved in CH2Ch and washed with H20 to remove the residual
triethylamine hydrochloride. The organic layer was dried with MgS04 and evaporated
to give a white solid. Recrystallization from CH2Ch/hexane affords 48g of the white,
crystalline product. Yield (77%) .m.p. 172 °C; 1 H NMR in CDCb: 8 2.40(s, 6H, CH3);
3.15(b, 4H, BenzoylNCH2); 3.55(br, 4H, TsHNCH2); 5.79(br, 2H, NH); 7.5l(m, 13H,
Ar).
4-benzoyl-l,7-bis(p-tolylsulfonyl)-1,4, 7 triazacyclononane22
2g of 60% Sodium hydride(0.05mol) in suspension oil was put in 500mL
round bottom flask and washed with hexane under a N2 atmosphere. 12.08g(0.23mol)
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of N' -benzoyl-N,N' -bis(p-tolylsulfony) diethylenetriamine was dissolved in 140mL of
dry DMF. The above solution was then added dropwise to the washed sodium
hydride. The temperature was raised to 70 °C. After 10 minutes, when there was
almost no bubbles, the excess sodium hydride was filtered off quickly. The salt
solution was heated to 110 °C, 7.56 g TsOCH2CH2OTs (0.21mol) dissolved in 60 mL
dry DMF was added dropwise under N2. The mixture was reacted at 110 °C for three
hours. Water was added, white solid was precitipated and filtered and dried. Yield
(11.8g 94%). m.p.110 °C; 1 H n.m.r in CDCh: 8 2.42(s, 6H, CH3); 3.45(br, 8H,
TsNCH2); 3.85(br, 4H, BenzoylHNCH2); 7.48(m, 13H, Ar).
1,4-Bis(p-tolylsulfonyl)1,4,7-triazacyclononane22
4-benzoyl-l,7-bis(p-tolylsulfonyl)-1,4,7 triazacyclononane(6.lg, 0.01lmol)
was dissolved in 500mL anhydrous tetrahydrofuran(THF), 0.9 mL(0.05mol) H2O was
added. 12g(0.10mol) potassium tert-butoxide was added. The yellow-brown slurry
was refluxed under a nitrogen atmosphere. After ten hours, water was added, the
crude product was precipitated out. The white product was washed with water and
recrystallized from ethanol. Yield (2.lg 43%) m.p.205 °C;
21.6(6C,

CH3);

49.0(2C,CH2NHCH2);

13 C

NMR in CDCh: 8

53.2(2C,NHCH2CH2NTs);

54.0(2C,

TsNCH2CH2NTs) 127.3, 129.9, (4C+4C, Ar); 135.2,143.8(2C+2C , quat. Ar). 1 H
NMR in CDCh: 8 l.67(br, lH, NH); 2.41(s, 6H, CH3); 3.19(br,8H,TsNCH2CH2NH)
3.43(s, 4H, TsNCH2CH2NTs); 7.35,7.65 (dd,8H, Ar).
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N,N' -ditosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane(Sesslar' s method)
1-(p-Tolysulfonyl)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane23
1,4,7-Tri(p-toslyl-sulfonyl)-l,4,7-triazacyclonane(37.0g,

62.6mmol)

and

phenol (44g, 0.47mol) were dissolved in 500mL of 33%HBr/AcOH. The solution was
then heated at 90 °C for a period of forty hours. The white precipitate that formed was
filtered off and washed with ether. This solid was dissolved in 1 N sodium hydroxide
and extracted with chloroform for three times. The combined organic layers were
dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed via rotary evaporation and the product
solidifies within 12 hours at room temperature. Yield (4.lg, 23.1%) m.p. 82 °C;

13C

NMR in CDCh: 8 21.2(3C, CH3); 49.4(2C,CH2NHCH2); 49.6(2C,NHCH2CH2NTs);
54.0(2C, NHCH2CH2NTs) 127.0, 129.4, (2C+2C, Ar); 135.7,142.9(1C+1C , quat.
Ar).

1

H

NMR

in

CDCh:

2.79(br,4H,HNCH2CH2NH)

8

l.80(br,

2.98(m,

4H,

2H

,NH);

2.33(s,

TsNCH2CH2NH);

3H,
3.09(m,

CH3);
4H,

TsNCH2CH2NH); 7.22,7.59 (dd,4H, Ar).
1,4-Bis(p-tolylsulfonyl) 1,4,7-triazacyclononane23
To a room-temperature, vigorously stirred suspension of l-(p-tolysulfonyl)1,4,7-triazacyclononane(2.76g;9.75mmol)

in lOmL of 7.5N NaOH was added

dropwise p-toluenesulfonyl chloride(TsCl)(l.86g;9.75mmol) dissolved in lO0mL of
diethyl ether. After two hours, the solvent was removed on a rotary evaporator. The
resulting white solid was taken up in chloroform, the solution was washed with water,
and the organic layer was dried over MgSO4. The MgSO4 was filtered off and the
solvent was evaporated. The crude product was recrystallized from ethanol to provide
white pellets as product. Yield (3.0g, 70.3%), m.p. 216 °C;

13 C

NMR in CDCh: 8

21
21.5(6C,

CH3 );

49.0(2C,CHiNHCH2);

53.2(2C,NHCH2CH2NTs);

54.0(2C,

TsNCH2CH2NTs) 127.3, 129.9, (4C+4C, Ar); 135.l,143.7(2C+2C , quat. Ar). 1 H
NMR in CDCh: 8 l.59(br, lH, NH); 2.43(s, 6H, CH3); 3.19(br,8H,TsNCH2CH2NH)
3.43(s, 4H, TsNCH2CH2NTs); 7.30,7.65 (dd,8H, Ar).
1,2-Bis(l,4. 7-triaza-1-cyclononyl)ethane DTNE
1.2-Bis[N,N' -bis(p-tolysulfonyl)-1,4. 7-triaza-l-cyclononyl]ethane24
A l.lg(2.5mmol) amount of 1,4-bis(p-tolylsulfonyl) 1,4,7-triazacyclononane
and 0.46g(l.24mmol) of TsOCH2CH2OTs were dissolved in 3.8 mL of dry DMF and
stirred for one hour at 105 °C. 0.3g (2.8mmol) Na2CO3 was then added in small
amounts with vigorous stirring. The solution was stirred at 100 °C for twenty hours.
The solvent was then removed under reduced pressure. The dry residue was
suspended in 500mL of boiling ethanol and poured into 200mL ice/water mixture.
The white precipitate was filtered, washed with water, and recrystallized for ethanol.
Yield (0.8g, 74%)
52.7(4C,

13C

NMR in CDCh: 8 21.2(12C, CH3 ); 51.4(2C, NCH2CH2N);
55.4(4C,TsNCH2CH2N(CH2h);

TsNCH2CH2N(CH2 h);

55.70

4C,TsNCH2CH2NTs) 127.3, 129.9, (4C+4C, Ar); 135.1,143.7(2C+2C , quat. Ar).
1

H NMR in CDCh: 8 2.41(m, 12H, CH3); 2.71(s, 4H, NCH2CH2N) 2.93(m, SH,

TsNCH2CH2N(CH2h);

3.20(m,

SH,

TsNCH2CH2N(CH2h);

3.47(m,

SH,

TsNCH2CH2NTs); 7.28,7.65 (mm,16H, Ar).
1,2-bis(l,4. 7-triaza-1-clononyl) ethane Hexahydrobromide24
The procedure similar to the deprotection of its monomer anolog was applied.
Yield 35%.
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1,2-bis{l,4, 7-triaza-1-cyclononyl) ethane{DTNE)

24

The procedure similar to its monomer anolog was used. Yield 85%.

13C

n.m.r

m CDCh: 8 46.34, 4C, NCH2CH2N; 46.55, 4C, NCH2CH2N(CH2h; 52.97, 4C
NCH2CH2N(CH2h;53.81,4C, (CH2)zNCH2CH2N(CH2)z; 1 H n.m.r in CDCh: 8
2.17(br, 4H, NH);2.45-2.97(m, 28H, CH2).
Preparation of Complexes

Cr(TACN)Cl1_16"17
A solution of 0.25g(0.94mmol) CrCIJ.6H2O in 6mL DMSO was reduced to
3mL at 190°C by evaporation. 0.14g(l.lmol) of [9]aneN3 was dissolved in 3mL of
DMSO. These two solutions were combined at 130 °C and stirred for 75 min at 130
°

C, a green precipitate formed and was filtered, washed with ether, and air dried.

Yield: 0.17g, 84%.

The green Cr(TACN)Ch 0.4g(l.85mmol) and 3mL of HCF3SO3(3M FC24,
tech grade)

were mixed with stirring in a lOmL round-bottom flask at room

temperature under a nitrogen atmosphere. A purple precipitate immediately formed.
After sitting for a few hours the mixture was cooled in an ice bath and cold ether was
added slowly. The purple precipitate was filtered, washed several times with ether,
and then air-dried. This compound was used for further synthesis without purification.
Yield: 1.05g, 90%.

23
Cr(TACN)(SCN)J_ 1 6"17
A mixture of 0.5g(0.8mrnol) Cr(TACN)(CF3SO3)3 and a IO-fold excess of
NaSCN (0.65g) were dissolved in 20mL water, refluxed for 5 hours. The yields were
0.27g, 95%. The complex was not soluble in water or alcohols, but it was soluble in
DMSO, DMF and slightly soluble in acetone.
Cr(TACN)(NHili_l_m_

A sample of 0.25g(0.4mrnol) of Cr(TACN)(CF3SO3)3 was placed in a 50mL
round bottom flask, a 20mL dry liquid ammonia was added, the mixture was stirred
until all the NH3 evaporated away. when 5mL of concentrated Hydrobromic acid
(48%) was added, a yellow precipitate formed. The yellow precipitate was filtered,
washed several times with ether, and then air dried. Yield, 0.14g, 74%.

The similar procedure as for TACNCrCh was applied, but this time,
0.14g(0.5mrnol) DTNE was used. Yield 80%.

The similar procedure as its monomer analog Cr(TACN)(CF3SO3)3 was
applied. Yield 88%.
Cr2JDTNE)(SCN)6
The similar procedure as its monomer analog Cr(TACN)(SCN)3was applied.
Yield 90%.

24

The similar procedure as its monomer analog Cr(TACN)(NH3)3Br3 was used.
Yield 68%.
Spectrophotometric Measurements of the Complexes
Infrared Spectroscopy
Infrared spectra of the complexes were recorded on A BRUKER EQUINOX
55 FT infrared spectrophotometer, samples were prepared using KBr pellets.
Monomers and their corresponding dimer IR spectra were normalized for comparison.
UV-Vis Absorption Spectroscopy
All UV-Vis absorption spectra were recorded with a PERKIN ELMER
UVNIS Lambda Bio20 spectrophotometer. For the measurement of doublet
absorptions, long path length (10cm) cells were used in order to increase the signal.
For Cr(TACN)(SCN)J and Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6 compounds, the samples were
dissolved in a 50% V/V DMSO/H20 solution. While for Cr(TACN)(NH3)3-Br3 and
Cr2(DTNE)(NH3 )6.Br6,

the

spectra

were

recorded

in

H20 solutions. The

concentration of the complexes solutions were determined by first diluting the sample
solutions, then oxidizing those solutions to cr0/· by hydrogen peroxide27 under basic
condition for two days. Measurements of molar absorptivity of the oxidized form

cr0/· were performed on a BECKMAN DU 7400 UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The
UV-Vis absorption extinction coefficients of the Cr(ill) complexes compounds were
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then calculated based on the absorbance of their oxidized CrO/- solutions at 374nm
(£=4815 M- 1 cm- 1 )27 using the following equation:
A
Ccomplex,).

=

complex,).

A

c,oi-

fc,o]- ,3?4

{.cor

( 1)

Where Ecomplex,"- = extinction coefficient of Cr(ill) TACN or DTNE- complexes
at 11,,
£cr0i· = 4815 M- 1 cm- 1, extinction coefficient of the oxidized solutions
at 374nm,
Acomplex,"- = absorbance of Cr(ill) TACN or DTNE- complexes at A
A cr0i· = absorbance of the oxidized solutions at 374nm,
fcor

= concentration ratio, or dilution factor for Cr(ill)➔Cr(VD,

The intensity of doublet absorptions have been corrected since most of them
are located on the shoulder of the spin-allowed band, so the contribution come from
th� spin-allowed band have been subtracted before plotting the spectra of the spin
forbidden doublet absorption.
Emission Spectra and Quantum Yield Determinations
A PTI Quantum Master Spectrometer was used to obtain the emission spectra
at both 298K and 77K. The wavelength of the excited beam for the emission spectra
was set as 450nm for all the four compounds. All samples were absorbance-matched
to 0.05(A= 0.05) at 450nm using a Beckman 7400 Diode Array UVNis
spectrophotometer. In order to obtain good optical glass at 77K, a 1:1(VN) DMSO
and water mixture was used as the solvent for Cr(TACN)(NCS)J and
Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6 measurements. In the case of Cr(TACN)(NH3)3Br3

and

Cr2(DTNE)(NH3)6Br6, 0.lM HC1O4 water solution and DMSO in a 1:l(VN) mixture
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was used as the solvent instead to reduce the rate of dissociation of the complexes. 16
Samples were degassed by standard "freeze, pump, and thaw" procedure three times
before measurements. Samples were placed in a cylindrical luminescence tube made
of supericil quartz and immersed into a quartz EPR Dewar filled with liquid nitrogen.
The emitted light was collected at 90° to the excitation beam. A saturated CoSO4
filter solution was used to filter the excitation. A Schoff Glass 550nm long pass was
used on the emission channel.
When the sample absorbs less than 0.lA, the following equation applies:
(2)
Where L: = the intensity of emission light,
</)p = the quantum yield at a given temperature,
Io·= the intensity of excitation light,
I = the intensity of light that passed the sample,
k = constant for a given instrument geometry,
The constant k and Io were standardized with Cr(TACN)2Ch ( </Jp = 0.03176 at
77K, </)p =0.00086114•11•28 at 298K). To determine the quantum yields of 2E emission at
77K and 298K for each compound, we need simply calculate the ratio of le [sample]
Ile [Cr(TACN)J Ch], absorbance matched at the excitation wavelength, which can be
expressed by the following equation(3):
(3)
Variable Temperature 2E Lifetime Determination
2

E emission decay rates were recorded on a Lecroy 93 IOA digital storage

oscilloscope interfaced to a Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube and a computer.
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Spectral regions were isolated with a 0.33m Acton Spectrapro monochromator.
Software for oscilloscope control and kinetic curve fitting was developed in-house. A
frequency tripled Nd: YAG laser (Continuum Surelite, 6ns pulse at 355nm) was used
to excite the sample. An Oxford Optistat optical cryostat with an accuracy± 0.lK was
used to control the temperature of the sample. Samples were dissolved in
1:l(VN)DMSO/H2O mixture and adjusted to an absorbance of< 0.lA at 450nm, in
the case of Cr (TACN)(NH3)3Br3 and Cr2 (DTNE)(NH3)6Br6, 0.lM HClO4 water
solution and DMSO in a 1: 1(VN) mixture was used to surpress the dissociation.
Sample solutions were degassed by nitrogen before measurement.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Synthesis
Synthesis of The Ligands
TACN synthesis
Figure 6 presents the modified Richman-Atkins's synthetic route to
[9]aneN3(TACN)

by

Searle

and

Geue. 20

N,N' ,N"-Tri(p-toluenesulfonyl)

diethylenetriamine was obtained by reacting three equivalent of p-toluenesulfonyl
chloride(TsCl) with one equivalent of diethylenetriamine under a basic condition.
Then

sodium

hydride

reacts

with

the

N,N' ,N"-Tri(p-toluenesulfonyl)

diethylenetriamine in dry DMF to form the salt of the sulphonamide which is
moisture

sensitive

and

toluenesulfonyloxy)ethane

was
to

used

produce

immediately
the

with

the

1,2-Di(p

1,4,7-Tri(p-toluenesulfonyl)-1,4,7-

triazacyclonane. The most-commonly used detosylation process is acid hydrolysis
which can be achieved with concentrated sulphuric acid at 90°C(3 days), followed by
treatment with base, but it does not always give reasonable yields and work-up of the
resulting solution is tricky and difficult. 29 The reason is that the initial product that
formed in detosylation step is the hygroscopic TACN.l.5H2SO4, so it needed to be
converted to the non-hygroscopic TACN.3HBr salt. The total yield of the detosylation
step is only about 40%.
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Figure 6. Synthesis of TACN.
Bulkowski' s Scheme of N,N' -ditosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane' s Synthesis
Bulkowski22 and co-workers have developed this general synthetic route to
triamine macrocycles containing selectively protected diethylene triamine units, as
presented in Figure 7. The benzoyl group in the scheme serves as a second protective
group, which can be easily and selectively removed with potassium tert-butoxide. 30
The whole scheme involves eight steps. N-(2-Aminoethyl)-p-tolysulfonamide is
obtained from the reaction of two equivalent of ethylenediamine and one equivalent
of p-toluenesulfonyl chloride in benzene. The possible byproduct ditosyl
ethylenediamine was removed by applying its insoluability in methanol. The synthesis
of N-[2-[(p-toylsulfonyl)oxy]ethyl]-p-toylsulfonamide is straightforward, we modified
the literature procedure by using triethylamine as base and CH2Cl2 as solvent instead
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of pyridine. This modification increased the yield and eased the work-up steps.
Making N-(p-tolylsulfonyl)aziridine which is unstable was tricky. Toluene was used
instead of benzene to stabilize the product, and the product should be immediately
used for the next step. The syntheses of N,N" -bis(p-tolysulfonyl)diethylenetriamine
and N'-Benzoyl-N,N'-bis(p-tolysulfonyl) diethylentrianune were straightforward, but
extreme care should be taken to keep moisture out of the system for both steps. The
cyclization step is similar to that procedure of TACN. Followed by the deprotection
of benzoyl group by potassium tert-butoxide and water in THF. Quenching of the
reaction after ten hours by water provide a white solid as product, which can be
recrystallized from absolute ethanol to provide white needles as N,N' -ditosyl-1,4,7triazacyclononane. The total yield of the eight steps is about 15%. The white needles
which is supposed to N,N'-ditosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclonane's melting point, proton and
C13 NMR values consisted with the literature values, the only inconsistency was that
in the proton spectrum, at the shift of l.7ppm, which should be the active proton on
the NH, the integration of peak is about 2.5H, much greater than lH, which value it
supposed to be. However, using the N,N' -ditosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane obtained
from Bulkowski's scheme as starting material, attempt to make the next linkage of
two ring step failed. One possible reason I suspected is that the N,N'-ditosyl-1,4,7triazacylonoane made through this scheme actually is the hydrate compound of TACN
and contains one or several molecule of water. This suspicion arise from the
literature,31 a similar product N,N' ,N"-tritosylcyclam containing a water molecule
after the detosylation step was identified. The extra water might have great influence
on the next linkage step since they provide both proton and hydroxide group. Various
methods (recrystallization, drying over vaccum) were attempted to remove possible
water, but none were successful.
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Figure 7. Bulkowski's Scheme of N,N' -ditosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane's Synthesis
Sesslar's Scheme of N,N' -ditosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane's Synthesis
The key to Sesslar's scheme, illustrated in Figure 8, lies on the insolubility of
N-tosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane dihydrobromide salt during the detosylation process
of N,N',N"-tri(p-toluenesulfonlyl)-1,4,7-triazacyclonane with 30%HBr/ACOR in the
presence of phenol. However the workup reaction is difficult, since N-tosyl-1,4,7triazacyclononane seemed always be contaminated by the Br2 that was produced in
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solution. Converting the salt back to the free base and reformed salt by adding HBr
proved to be an effective purification method. The yield of this reaction was low, only
about 23%. The following step with addition of one equivalent of TsCl was tricky, the
scale of reaction must be controlled, and the stirring speed and speed of TsCl addition
are important factors for this heterogeneous reaction, all those factors were important
for minimizing the amount of the by-product tritosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclonoane. Trace of
tritosyl-1, 4, 7-triazacyclonoane can be removed by recrystallization from hot absolute
ethanol. White pellets of product were obtained, the total yield starting from
diethylenetriamine is about 9%. The proton and

13C

NMR spectra were consistent

with the literature and are also close to the values from the product obtained from
Bulkowski's method. No trouble was met for the next linkage step by using the
product obtained from Sesslar' s scheme.
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Sesslar's Scheme of N,N'-ditosyl-1,4,7-triazacyclononane's Synthesis

Synthesis of 1,2-Bis(1,4,7-triaza-1-cyclononyl)ethane(DTNE)24
The linkage step worked well with the 1,4-bis(p-tolysulfonyl)-1,4,7triazacyclononane synthesized by Sesslar's method. Na2CO3 was used as a base. The
deprotection of tosyl group is similar as that of TACN. Figure 9 presents the reaction
scheme for DTNE starting with the 1,4-bis(p-tolysulfonyl)-1,4,7-triazacyclononane.
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Complexes Synthesis
Synthesis of the complexes is much more straightforward than the ligand
synthesis. The scheme is presented in Figure 10. We started with the hexa(dimethyl
sulfoxide)chromium(ill) cation, 32 which is generated by heating CrCh•6H20 in
DMSO at 190°C until all water has been evaporated . The DMSO complex was added
to our monomer or dimer ligands to provide us with the green LCrCh or L' Cr2Cl6 (L:
free ligand TACN, L': free ligand DTNE). The above complexes were then reacted
with the triflic acid to produce the triflato complexes, which served as a good
intermediates because of its rapid subsitution kinetics. NH3 and SCN complexes are
obtained in quantitative yield by reacting liquid NH3 or aqueous NaSCN respectively
with the corresponding triflato complexes.
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Figure 10. Cartoon for TACN Complex Synthesis.
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Characterization
Infrared Spectra
As shown m the Table 1, Figure 11, Figure 12 IR spectra, overall the
Cr2(DTNE)- compounds show a good similarity to their corresponding monomeric
Cr(TACN)-compounds with only little shift in the amine vibration(N-H) range(800 900cm- 1) and CH2 vibration range(750 - 850 cm- 1). The broad peaks displayed from
3400 to 3000 cm- 1 are assigned to N-H stretching vibration which appear stronger in
the NH3 complexes than the SCN complexes, and the aliphatic C-H stretching
vibration range from 2950 to 2850 cm- 1• For the SCN complexes, the strong broad
peaks at 2061 cm- 1 correspond to the C-N vibration in the SCN. The bands observed
at about 480 cm- 1 (8(SCN)) and at about 800 and 830 cm-1cv(C-S),N-bonded) and the
absence of bands in the range of 690-720 cm- 1 show that the ligand is N-bonded,
consistent with the situation for most other chromium(ill) thiocycanate complexes.
Table 1
Selected IR Spectral Data for Cr(TACN)X3 and Cr2(DTNE)X6 Compounds
X=SCN-, NH3
Compounds

Freq. of absorption bands, cm- (assignt)

Cr(TACN)(SCN)J

444(m),459(m),(Cr-N);479(w)(o(NCS));799(w),835(w)(C-S);2061(m)(CN)

Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6

446(m),457(m),(Cr-N);477(w)(o(NCS));801(w),831(w)(C-S);2061(m)(CN)

Cr(TACN)(NH3 )3 Br3

469(m) ,(Cr-N);
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Figure 11.

IR Spectrum of Cr(TACN)(SCN)3 vs Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6.

UV-Vis Absorption Spectra
The UV-Vis spectroscopy shows the energy difference between the ground
electronic states and excited electronic states of the samples. Intensity of the
absorption peak in UV-Vis spectroscopy is directly related to the transition
probability, which depends on nature of the transition. In our study, UV-Vis spectra of
the Cr(IIl)2(DTNE)- species are compared to the analogous Cr(IIl)(TACN)- in Figures
13-14. The intense absorption below 350nm is assigned as L➔M charge-transfer
bands(Emax > 10,000), in which case the Cr(III) metal center serves as the electron
acceptor and the nitrogen atoms on the macrocycles as the electron donor. The two
broad absorption bands can be assigned as 4A2➔'T2 (lower energy) and 4A2➔'T 1 ,
while the relatively sharp weak absorption shown in the small top windows in Figure
13-14 is due to the 4A2➔ 2E transition. In the case of -NCS and -Br, another spin
forbidden transition, 4A2➔ 2T 1, is also found at the higher energy of the 2E absorption.
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The maxima of the UV absorption of the complexes are summarized in Table
2. The similarity in the absorption maxima between the dimer complexes and their
corresponding monomer complexes shows that the dimer complexes have similar
electronic structures to those of the monomer complexes.
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However, since there still exists some difference in ligand field strengths
between DTNE and TACN(DTNE has two tertiary amine-N while TACN's N are all
secondary) which results in the corresponding small peak maxima red shift (5-lOnm)
in the spin-allowed transition in dimers comparing with their monomers. As refer to
the spin-forbidden transitions which are located in the range of (600nm - 900 nm),
the peak maxima are almost identical (within 1 - 2 nm range of shift) for monomer
and dimer complexes.
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Figure 13. UV-Vis Absorption Spectra of Cr(TACN)(SCN)3 and Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6.
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Figure 14. UV-Vis Absorption Spectra Cr(TACN)(NH3)3Br3 and
Cr2(DTNE)(NH3)6Br6.
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For the two spin-allowed transitions, the molar absorptivities of
Cr(ll)(DTNE) - complexes are almost double that of the TACN complexes.
Table 2
UV Absorption Spectral Data

Complexes
387.3(98.2), 501.5(219.5), 698.1(0.558),
TACNCr(SCN)3
711.2(0.925), 733.7(0.396), 747.1(0.472)
392.4(199.6), 518.6(392.4), 698.8(1.414),
DTNECr2(SCN)6
713.0(2.064), 732.7(1.206), 747.5(1.190)

tMonome/EDimer

I

2.03: 1

I

1.79: 1

I

2.53: 1

2.23: 1

I

3.05: 1

I

2.52: 1

I

2.10: 1

351.1(56.3), 457.2(73.0), 633.7(0.079)
646.3(0.058), 654.8(0.085), 667.3(0.553)
354.7(126.6), 467.3(164.5), 634.3(0.137),
645.4(0.159), 654.3(0.139), 666.6(1.159)
2.24: 1

I

2.25: 1

I

2.36 : 1

I

2.74 : 1

I

1.64: 1
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The comparison in molar absorptivities of spin-forbidden transitions
4

(

A2➔2E) of dimer and monomer complexes is a useful tool to show whether there

exists any coupling interaction between the two metal centers or not. Spin-forbidden
transitions in coupled bimetallic systems may be intensified by several orders of
magnitude due of the relaxation of the spin selection ·rule. For the (DTNE)-SCN
complex, the molar absorptivities are more that 2.5 time of its monomer anolog which
is an indication that there exists possibility of weak coupling between the two Cr(III)
metal centers in this dimeric complex.
Emission Spectra
Emission spectra of Cr2(DTNE)X6 complexes and Cr(TACN)X3 (X = SCN,
NH3 ) compounds are shown in Figures 15-16. As shown in the graph, generally the
emission spectra of the (DTNE)-complexes resemble their (TACN)- analogs, but
there still exists some difference: 1) At 77K, Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6 emits stronger than
Cr(TACN)(SCN)3 complexes, which suggests that coupling between the two Cr(III)
might take effect. 2) At room temperature (298K), both Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6 and
Cr2(DTNE)(NH3)6Br6 show much weaker emissions than their monomer analogs,
which implicates a larger deactivation rate or a shorter lifetime in the dimer
complexes. All the above results are consistent with the quantum yield and variable
temperature lifetime data.
Emission Quantum Yields
The quantum yields data are listed in Table 3. At 77K, Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6 is
more emissive (1.49 times) than [Cr(TACN)(SCN)J ] while [Cr2(DTNE)(NH3)6 ]Br6
has almost the same quantum yield (0.93 times) as its monomer analog. The quantum
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yield constants for all the complexes at 77K is about 103 of that of room temperature.
At room temperature, for both [Cr(TACN)(SCN)J ] and [Cr2(DTNE)(NH 3)6]Br6 , they
are much less emissive (0.20 and 0.18 times) than their monomer analogues.

Figure 15. Emission Spectra of Cr(TACN)(SCN)3 and Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6 at 77K
and 298K( absorbance matched at 450nm). Intensity of both complexes
at 298K are expanded 3 times.
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Figure 16. Emission Spectra of Cr(TACN)(NH 3)3Br3 and Cr2(DTNE)(NH3)6Br6 at
77K and 298K(absorbance matched at 450nm).
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Table 3
Phosphorescence Quantum Yield and Wavelength of 2E at 298K and 77K
77K
Complexes

298K
ratio

<Pp

ratio

x105

[Cr(TACN)(SCN)3]

753.3

2.18

1

748.9

33.81

1

[Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6]

753.4

3.25

1.49

750.3

6.83

0.202

704.2

1.52

1

667.5

28.7

1

705

0.862

0.93

666.9

5.15

0.18

Relaxation Kinetics
An excited complex molecule can return to its ground state by a combination
of several mechanistic steps which might include the release of a photon of radiation
(radiative deactivation) or nonradiative deactivation such as vibration relaxation,
internal or external conversion, intersystem crossing, etc. The luminescence yield and
lifetime depend on both radiative and nonradiative relaxation rates. The 2E excited
state lifetimes of Cr(III) complexes are strongly temperature dependent except at very
low temperature(below 150K). There the lifetimes tend to approach a limit, t77 , which
is matrix- and temperature- independent. In its simplest form, the 2E decay rates may
be expressed as 11:

kdecay

= klimil
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+ k(T)

(4)

where klimit is the limiting , low temperature decay rate that can be expressed by
(5)

kr is the radiative rate constant and knr,77 is the non-radiative rate constant at low
temperature 77K; and klimit represents the sum of decay rate all thermally inactivated
processes.
For the 2E excited state decay of Cr(III) at ambient temperature, k(T) in

�ecay

has been found to increase with temperature and it is often expressed in an Arrhenius
form, suggesting the existence of an energy barrier (activation energy Ea) analogous to
a simple chemical reaction in order to generate the transition-state characteristic of the
relaxation process.
k (T) = A Xexp (- E a / KI'

)

ln( k) = ( - E a IR) x(l / T) + ln A

(6)

From the above equation, if we plot ln(k) vs (1/T), then Ea can be read from
the slope of the curve, and A can also be calculate from the intercept.
All the lifetime data are tabulated in Table 4. In a weakly coupled dimer
system, transitions that are spin-forbidden in the single ion may gain intensity by a
mechanism in which the d orbitals of the two constituting centers are overlapped. The
2

E absorption and emission are enhanced and the deactivation of 2E might be

accelerated through this coupling. According to Table 4, at 77K, Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6
has

a

shorter

lifetime(0.85

times)

than

its

monomer

analog

while

[Cr(DTNE)(NH3)6]Br6 shows a similar lifetime to [Cr(TACN)(NH3)3 ]Br3 _ At 298K,
both dimer complexes show a much smaller lifetime than their monomer complexes,
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especially for the Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6 which is only 2.4% of its monomer analog.. Also
Ea, the activation energy in the deactivation process of 2E, is found to be bigger in the
dimer complexes than monomer complexes. Especially for the SCN complex, where
the Ea is 2.76 times bigger than the monomer.
Table 4
(2E)Cr(ill) Lifetime and Activation Parameters
Complexes

't29s,

µs

[Cr(TACN)(SCN)J]

19.1

[Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6]

0.42

[Cr(TACN)(NH3)J]Br3

9.1

[Cr(DTNE)(NH3)6]Br6

2.5

't298dime /
't29smonomer

't77,

µs

't77dime/
't11monomer

169.5

1.58

126.6

28.9

1.08

40.6

A' s-1
3.8 xl06

2.76

2.6x1011
l.7xl0 10

29.5

117.6
0.275

Ea (dimer)/
Ea (monomer)

10.5

199.6
0.024

Ea
kcal/mot

1.38

4.2xl0 12
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
Characterization
Infrared Spectrum
Infrared spectroscopy provides us useful information for the identification of
organic compound. Various types of vibration are shown in the infrared spectroscopy
of our Cr-TACN and Cr-DTNE complex. The sources of these vibration are either
from the ligands including the macrocyclic ligand(TACN or DTNE) and non
macrocyclic ligand (SCN- or NH3 ) or from metal-ligand vibration. The former
provides us with the information of structure of the ligands.

Since the organic

structure of a single ring in DTNE- is very close to the structure of TACN, it is not
surprised to find the IR spectra of monomer and dimer are nearly identical. The small
difference between the absorption maxim of the monomer and dimer is also due to
small environmental difference between the TACN and DTNE ligands. The
vibrations in SCN- and NH3 also appeared in the spectra. The low energy region is
also useful to study the absorption of metal-ligand vibrations, which in our case is the
Cr - N vibration. Both complexes' metal-ligand vibration peaks are similar in
location and shape.
UV -Vis Absorption Spectra
Absorption spectra in the ultraviolet and visible region provide information
about the transition from the ground state to various electronic excited states. The
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locations of the peak maxima are determined by the energy gaps between the ground
state and various excited states. Extinction coefficients of absorption bands in the
spectra of molecules are related to the nature of the transition. When a transition is
fully allowed by the principles of quantum mechanics, the extinction coefficients of
the transition is large; if the transition is forbidden, the extinction coefficients will be
small. The shapes of bands are also related to the nature of the transition. Broad and
symmetric bands usually associate with spin-allowed transitions, while spin-forbidden
bands are sometimes narrow and often splitting.
The absorption spectra of our complexes are very typical of the Cr(III)
complexes. They consist of two broad spin-allowed bands, 4A2➔'T2 and 4Ar�4T 1.
The excited states 4T2 and 4T 1 have higher energy than the 2E state. That's why these
spin-allowed bands locate at lower wavelength than spin-forbidden bands. These
spin-allowed bands are very broad (100nm-150nm in width). The principal
broadening effect lies in the fact that those transitions are due to the t2 ➔ e electron
promotions. This leads to different equilibrium geometries in the ground and excited
states along the total symmetric normal coordinate. Such bands thus involve a
progression, usually unresolved, in the totally symmetric vibrational mode. So spin
allowed bands are not so informative as spin-forbidden bands as the effect of coupling
which might be masked by the broadening effects. These two spin-allowed transitions
are Laporte-forbidden (a selection rule that prohibits the transition between states of
like symmetry) since all these states arise by ligand field splitting of the same free ion
state. Thus
Charge

Emax for

transfer

these transitions are normal in the range of 100-200 M- 1 cm- 1. The
bands

at

about

300nm

are

much

more

intense.

The

intraconfigurational (tz3 ) transition, 4A2➔ 2E, is very weak because it is both spin
forbidden and Laporte-forbidden33 , with an

Emax

value less than 1 M- 1 cm- 1 in our
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studies. Those bands associated with transitions that only involve changes in pairing
energy (4A2-iE and 4A2-iT 1) are relatively sharp, consistent with the fact that 4T2
and 4T 1 possess an electronic configuration of t/, different from the tz3 configuration
in 4A2 2E and 2T 1 as expected.
When Cr(ill) is part of a CrX6 molecule, the Cr3+ can be close to Oh, but in
most complexes the spectral assignment cannot be made in terms of strict Oh
symmetry. In our case, the splitting of the 2E in the Cr(TACN)(SCN) and
3

Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6 is about 30nm which is very similar to the 29nm value in ruby34
which suggests that the symmetry of those complex can be classified as trigonal. For
the Cr(TACN)(NH3)3]Br3 and Cr2(DTNE)(NH3)6]Br6 complexes, also there are
absorption bands appear at 634, 646, and 654nm, they probably can be assigned to the
vibrational progression of the 2E Band at 667nm.
The resemblance in the UV-Vis absorption spectrum of Cr(DTNE)- and
TACN complexes indicates the similarity of the electronic structures in the monomer
and dimer systems. The small shift (about 10 nm for the spin-allowed band and less
than 1nm for the spin-forbidden bands) between the Cr(ll)(DTNE)- and TACN
complexes is due to difference in ligand field strength, since the DTNE ligand has
two tertiary amines coordinated with the Cr(ill) center while all the nitrogen donors
are secondary amines in TACN.
The extinction coefficient of the two spin-allowed transitions of
Cr(ll)(DTNE)- complexes are about two times of the Cr(IIl)(TACN)-complexes.
For the spin-allowed bands, which provide us more coupling information, the
intensity get about 2.5 - 3 times increase in the Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6 compared with its
monomer, which for the Cr2(DTNE)(NH3)6]Br6, the increase is still about two fold.
The above enhancement in the intensity of spin-forbidden transition suggested that
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there might exist coupling between two Cr(III) centers in the dimer and probably
more coupling occurs with the SCN dimer than with NH3 dimer due to the
superexchange effect.
Emission Spectra
The absorption of radiation with energy (hv) generally results in the formation
of an electronically and vibrationally excited state of the system. This initial state
which is called the Franck-Condon excited state has a molecular structure which is
nearly identical to that of the ground state. The energy of this excited complex can be
dissipated by spontaneous emission of light (radiative deactivation process) or non
radiative deactivation processes such as vibrational relaxation, spin-allowed internal
conversion or spin-forbidden intersystem crossing. According to Kasha's rule,35
emission of the radiative deactivation takes place from the energetically lowest
excited spin-allowed, or spin-forbidden state to the ground state. So the emission of
Cr(III) complexes can be assigned to

'72➔4A2

fluorescence or

phosphorescence. For nitrogen coordination, 2E is invariably below

2

E➔4A2

4T2, that's why

2E➔4A phosphorescence is the dominant emission in Cr(III) amine complexes. A lot
2
of factors such as the symmetry of the ground state and excited state, coupling
between metal centers and external matrix factors (pressure, temperature, solvents,
counter-ion) can affect emission spectra.
What we observed in emission spectra of both Cr[9]aneN3-X3 or

Cr2

([9]aneN3)2-X6( X = SCN-, NH3 ) complexes is a relatively sharp peak with some
vibrational side bands. In the case of complexes with -SCN-, the 0-0 bands appear at
about 750nm, far above the 667nm for the NH3 complexes. The reason is that ligand
SCN- has low-lying n* orbitals, so it can decrease the energy of 2E state by reduction
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of the interelectronic repulsion between the d electrons via delocalizing the d
electrons onto the ligands. This causes a red shift in the 2E state, this effect is called
nepheauxetic35 effect. The 0-0 bands of Cr[9]aneN3 -X3 or Cr2 ([9]aneN3 )2-X6( X =
SCN-, NH3) dominate the spectra; different from Cr(NH3)i+. That is because the
intensity of the bands in Cr(ll) complexes are gained mainly through mixing of the 2E
state with the

'T2 state via spin-orbit coupling and electronic coupling by vibronic

mixing of electronic states of odd parity into 2E and 4A2, which reduces the
microsymmetry of the molecules. And the 0-0 band of the 2E➔4A2 transition is
magnetic dipole allowed and very weak, 36 the majority of the intensity is then
concentrated in the vibronic side bands. So when the chromium-ligand skeleton is
centrosymmetric, e.g., Cr(NH3)i+ , the 0-0 band is not the most intense feature
because vibronic transitions involving skeletal and Cr-N-H bending modes are much
more intense than those associated with ligand-localized motions. But the complexes
departure from centrosymmetry is pronounced, such as our Cr2 ([9]aneN3)2-�( X =
SCN-, NH3 ) complexes, the 0-0 transition becomes dominant.
The intensity of the emission at 298K is significantly smaller than that at 77K
because the rate of deactivation processes increase with respect to the rise of
temperature. The increase of the rate of deactivation processes is bigger for the dimer
complexes than for the monomer. This change in deactivation parameter probably
suggests the coupling between two Cr(ll) metal centers and will be discussed in
detail later. For the -NH3 complexes at 77K, the intensity of emission of monomer
and dimer are almost the same while for the -Ncs· complexes, the low temperature
emission intensity of the dimer is 1.5 times the monomer which might be an effect of
relaxation of the selection rule through coupling.
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Intensity Mechanism of Coupling
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One of the most striking features of the spectra of exchange-coupled systems
is the great enhancement, often by more than two orders of magnitude, of the intensity
of spin-forbidden bands both for the excitation and emission. In our case, for the SCN- complex, we see a 1.5 fold increase in the emission band and more than a 2.5
fold in the spin-forbidden absorption band. For the -NH3 only about a 2 fold increase
in the spin-forbidden absorption band is observed. All the above suggests that there
might exist coupling in both dimer complexes, and for -Ncs- dimer, the coupling
effect is stronger. Two principle mechanisms for the intensity of spin-forbidden
transitions need to be considered, the single-ion mechanism and the exchange
mechanism.
In general, d-d transitions need some odd-parity field to make them electric
dipole allowed. This can be provided either by a static ungerade ligand-field potential
or by vibronic coupling involving an ungerade vibration. In addition, for the spin
forbidden bands, the .:lS = 0 restriction can be overcome through spin-orbit coupling.
The single-ion mechanism can provide intensity to a transition also in an exchange
coupled pair. This exchange mechanism has been elaborated by Tanabe and
coworkers.38•39.4° A pair of ions can couple through the interaction of the electric
vector(E) of the incident light. For a pair whose electrons are in the singly occupied
orbitals ai and bj the interaction is expressed as:
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The vector components of the coefficients in the summation are:
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Where

1ai bj

are the off-diagonal elements in the exchange-interaction matrix between

the ground and the excited pair state. For this mechanism the spin selection rules for
the pair are i:1S = 0 and l1M5 = 0. There are, in addition, selection rules given by the
orbital parts of the pair wave functions. The main source of intensity for dimer
transitions in this mechanism are metal - metal charge-transfer transitions (MMCT),
as well as from bridging ligand - metal charge-transfer (LMCT and MLCT).
Lifetime and Deactivation Parameters
A complex in its excited state can deactivated itself through the following
processes: it can convert to another excited state with lower energy either through
internal conversion (the states differ in their multiplicity) or through the process of
intersystem crossing (both states have identical multiplicity). The appropriate rate
constants are represents by kic(intemal conversion) and kisc(intersystem crossing). The
radiative deactivation process results in ground state of the complex and is divided
into fluorescence (multiplicities A* and A are identical) and phosphorescence
(multiplicities A* and A differ). In the non-radiative deactivation of A*, energy is
released into the environment in the form of heat. Interaction of A* with another
particle of the medium, Q, can result in energy transfer with the formation of Q*. In
the presence of a quencher Q, interactions between particles A* and Q take place.
These processes are shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Energy Level Diagram and Deactivate Processes Processes for a Cr(III)
System. Straight arrows indicate radiative transitions and wavy arrows
nonradiative ones.
The possibility of collision depends on the temperature and viscosity of the
medium. In the absence of quencher, the lifetime of a complexes in certain excited
state A* can be expressed by the following relationship:
'r A'

=

L,ka

(9)

where ka : the decay rate constant for a given monomolecular deactivation process.
The energy of an excited complex can be dissipated by three nonradiative
deactivation modes, during which no chemical reaction takes place and no
electronically excited particles of the medium are formed:
1. Vibrational relaxation of the excited particles with the particles of the
medium while the electronic state does not change.
2. Spin-allowed internal conversion
3. Spin-forbidden intersystem crossing.
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In our lifetime measurement experiment, the complexes are excited to

4T2 or

higher and relax to the 2E state through intersystem crossing. As found in our variable
temperature lifetime experiments, the lifetime of our 2E state reaches a limit value;tlimit
as the temperature decrease below 150K. This limiting lifetime at low temperature
seems to be a manifestation of the true molecular properties such as stereochemistry
and electronic structures.4 In general, one would expect the rate of the excited 2E state
relaxation to be the sum of the contributions from competing pathways. In the simplest
form, the mean relaxation rate constant can be represented as the the sum of the rate
constants for radiative relaxation, kr; non radiative relaxation mediated by high
frequency vibrational mode,

knrhf;

and possible contributions from non-radiative

relaxation pathways not involving high frequency modes,

knrif

as expressed in the

following equation: 16
( 'rlim )-1 -k
,

+ khf
+ kif
nr
nr

(10)

The low frequency pathways is especially interesting for the relaxation of d-d
excited states because metal-ligand angular motions can couple strongly with the metal
centered d-orbitals, resulting in the relaxation of the Laporte selection rules.
The electronic coupling between the ground and excited state is most
unequivocally manifested in k r, due to the change in electric states, it can also
contributes to knr through change in the nonradiative decay rate. 10
The variations in the radiative rates of the spin and Laporte forbidden 2E➔4A2
are in principle very straightforward. The values of kr should increase with the
decrease of the 2E

-4T2 energy gap and with the decrease of complex symmetry.

The

spin selection rule is relaxed through spin-orbit coupling of the 2E and 'T2 excited
states, the Laporte selection rule is relaxed without an inversion center or by means of
coupling to symmetry reducing vibrations.
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The values of knr depend largely on the excited state-ground state energy gap
and the availability of high-frequency vibrational modes to absorb the excess energy
produced by the excitation. Some previous work has shown that k

0

n,

is strongly

dependent on the number of high frequency vibrational modes such as (N-H) of the
atoms coordinated to Cr(III) 16 , however, minor contributions from low frequency
vibration have been found in some systems when high frequency accepting modes are
absent. In addition, stereochemical strain is also proved to contribute to non-radiative
rate of the complexes 12•
Since the lifetime data at 77K is usually independent of the matrix, the
limiting lifetimes of the ([9]aneN3)z-SCN compared to the monomer analogs is 15%
shorter. That means that the limiting radiate decay rate for the dimer increase 15%.
The contribution might come from the following factors: 1) coupling between the two
Cr(III) metal centers, hence relaxing of the selection rules. 2) the decrease of the 2E 4T2

energy gap, since from the UV absorption spectra, the dimer complex

4T2

red

shifts about 18 nm than its monomer anolog. 3) the dimer complex processes less
symmetry, which might also increase the kr.
At the same time, since the number of high frequency N-H oscillators near Cr
center is increased in the dimer complex. Therefore the nonradiative relaxation should
also increase, but the extent of the influence depends on the relative "remoteness" of
the excited Cr center from the N-H and O-H oscillators. The relaxation channels
coupled to low-frequency, metal-ligand displacements might be also important in
some dimer complexes. For the NH3 complex, the limiting relaxation rate is almost
the same for the dimer comparing with the monomer.
The observations of larger energy barrier in these two dimer compounds (for
the SCN complex there is a 2.8 fold increase) in the deactivation energy suggest that
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there is an enhancement of spin-obital coupling. The deactivation energy of the
relaxation process in these dimeric complexes increase and the two metal centers
indeed affect each other to some extent, rather than simply acting as two individual
single ions of 2E. But the increase of the deactivation energy might also come from
the increased number of N-H oscillators in the dimer coinplexes. So the contribution
of the larger energy barrier might come from both reasons or from mainly one of
them. The quantitative determination of the contributions will require additional
work.
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CHAPTERV
CONCLUSION
In a bimetallic dimer complex system where there is exchange coupling
between the two metal centers, each metal will behave different as monomer unit in
the dimer ligand. Exchange effects such as the intensified single spin-forbidden
transition, changed relaxation parameter and occurrence of the simultaneous
excitation or emission peak is expected.
Macrocyclic ligands TACN and DTNE were synthesized. Two schemes for
the DTNE precursor diTs-TACN were attempted. However the product obtained from
Bulkowski's method failed for the further linkage reaction. A series of Cr2(DTNE)X6
and Cr(TACN)X3 (X=SCN-, NH3 ) were synthesized.
Spectroscopic properties, UV-vis spectra, IR spectra and emission spectra of
Cr2(DTNE)X6 complexes were examined and compared to their monomer analogs.
The dimers behave as the monomers in most of the cases, indicating a similarity in
electronic configurations of the dimer to the monomer. However, the intensity in the
spin-forbidden transitions

4

Ai-iE in the doublet absorption in the UV-Vis

spectroscopy and the low temperature emission spectra of Cr2(DTNE)(SCN)6 are
found

to

be

intensified

compared

to

its

monomer

analogs.

For

the

Cr2(DTNE)(NH3)6Br6 complex, only a slight increase in doublet absorption was
observed.
Variable temperature decay lifetime study of complexes suggests the spin
forbidden transitions 4A2➔2E become kinetically slightly more favorable in coupled
dimer systems because of the relaxation of the spin selection rule due to the coupling.
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The decay lifetimes and the activation energies of the dimers are found to be much
bigger than the monomers, especially for the SCN- complex, again indicating
interaction between metals in the dimers. But various factors such as change in energy
gap, geometry, oscillator effect will also greatly affect the decay parameters.
The above properties suggest the possibility of ·weak coupling in the dimer
complex and the coupling is more favorable for the SCN- complex, which might
come from the contribution of superexchange.
In order to separate the contribution of coupling for the change in various
photophysical properties, more strict measurement conditions such as low
temperature UV, or extremely low temperature (approaching OK emission) and more
methods such as time-resolved spectroscopy should be used.
The relationships of geometry, angular overlap, metal-metal distance and
ligand field perturbations to the metal-metal coupling in dimer systems need be
studied before we can manipulate the coupling effects. More dimer complexes with
different bridge units and/or with different ligand field and their monomer analogs
need to be synthesized, and their properties need to be examined and compared in the
future.
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